Books & Reports Exhibits – 13:00-15:00

Gwen Davies
- New Brunswick at The Crossroads: Literary Ferment and Social Change in The East
- Argimou: A Legend of the Micmac, Afterword by Gwendolyn Davies and S. Douglas S. Huyghue

T.V. Paul
- Restraining Great Powers: Soft Balancing from Empires to the Global Era
- The China-India Rivalry in the Globalization Era
- Status in World Politics
- The Accommodation of Rising Powers

Michael Ungar
- Science of Resilience
- I Still Love You: Nine Things Troubled Kids Need from their Parents
- Working with Children and Youth with Complex Needs: 20 Skills to Build Resilience

Keith Hipel
- Conflict Resolution Using the Graph Model: Strategic Interactions in Competition and Cooperation
- Conflict Resolution in Water Resources and Environmental Management
- Technology and Policy Options for a Low-Emission Energy System in Canada

Lightning Talks & Presentations

13:30 Patrick Leroux, Concordia University
Lightning Talk: Hamlet on Wire: Body Textualities

13:45 Sheryl Reimer-Kirkham, Trinity Western University
Lightning Talk: RSC Scholars at the UN Human Rights Council: An Example of Interdisciplinary, International, and Intersectoral Scholarship

14:00 John Sandlos, Memorial University of Newfoundland
Lighting Talk: Communicating with Future Generations

14:30 Sean McGrath & Ashlee Cunsolo, Memorial University of Newfoundland
Presentation: The Muskrat Fall Symposium

Information Stations – 13:00-15:00

RSC Atlantic: Gwen Davies and Christl Verduyn, Co-Chairs of the RSC Atlantic Committee, launch “The Creative City of Saint John”. This publication results from the 2016 symposium, The Creative City: Saint John, jointly organized by the New Brunswick Museum and the Royal Society of Canada (Atlantic Steering Committee) that focused on aspects of Saint John’s contribution to art, architecture, literature and science in the period 1867 to 1967. This table also showcases RSC Atlantic’s publications, activities, lectures and Open Academy activities.

Canada Council for the Arts and Killam Trusts: Killam Program Information & 2018 Killam Prize Winners.

Dalhousie University: Celebrating Dalhousie University’s Bicentennial.

IANAS: Jeremy McNeil: Information and IANAS publications: Challenges and Opportunities for Food and Nutrition Security in the Americas: The View of the Academies of Sciences; Urban Water: Challenges in the Americas; and Young Women Scientists: A bright future for the Americas

Let’s Talk Science: Bonnie Schmidt and Jeremy McNeil: Information and “What is an Insect” publication.

Yukon College: Transitioning to a University, Janet Welch shares information on the journey.